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ABSTRACT: Dispersal is a fundamental process
governing the ecological and evolutionary dynamics of any given species. Due to inherent challenges
associated with measuring dispersal directly, identifying proxies for dispersal capacity has long been
an active field of research across ecosystems. In
marine systems, pelagic larval duration (PLD) has
been one of the most widely used indicators of
interspecific dispersal potential. The validity of this
proxy, however, relies mostly on the assumption of
entirely passive dispersal, a notion that has been
challenged by findings of strong larval behavioural
capabilities. Here, we assessed the effect of larval
swimming capacities measured as mean critical
swimming speed (U-crit) on emergent species-level
properties related to dispersal potential, population
genetic structure and global range size, in demersal marine fishes. In a meta-analytic framework,
we tested the relative importance of U-crit versus
other intrinsic (PLD, egg type, adult body size) and
extrinsic (genetic marker type, study scale) predictors of isolation-by-distance slope, global FST and
range size. U-crit showed stronger relationships
with all emergent response variables than PLD and
was consistently the most important predictor in
multi-model inference. Our findings indicate that
lar val swimming capacities could serve as a
power ful indicator of a species’ long-distance dispersal potential.
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The swimming capacities of pelagic larvae affect gene flow
and range size in demersal marine fishes.
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INTRODUCTION
Dispersal has pervasive ecological and evolutionary consequences for the dynamics and persistence
of any given species. In most marine organisms, dispersal is limited to a pelagic larval stage that links
site-attached adult populations. Larval dispersal is
the primary determinant of demographic connectivity, gene flow and range shifts in spatially segregated
coastal populations, with important ramifications for
population dynamics, species evolution and the resilience of populations to global change (Kritzer & Sale
2004, Cowen & Sponaugle 2009). At the same time,
direct tracking of minute larvae in a vast and dy© Inter-Research 2018 · www.int-res.com
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namic ocean is notoriously challenging (Jones 2015),
hampering a deeper understanding of the mechanisms regulating the spatiotemporal scales of larval
dispersal.
Over the past decades, there has been substantial
interest in identifying species-specific biological
traits that could serve as proxies for interspecific
variability in dispersal capacity (Kinlan et al. 2005,
Lester et al. 2007, Shanks 2009, Weersing & Toonen
2009, Selkoe & Toonen 2011). One of the most commonly cited possible determinants of a species’ dispersal potential is its pelagic larval duration (PLD),
the length of time larvae spend in the water column
after hatching and before settling into a benthic or
demersal habitat (Selkoe & Toonen 2011). PLD
varies widely among and within marine taxa, and
the simple notion is that the longer a larva spends in
the water column, the higher its potential for dispersal by ocean currents (Scheltema 1971). This concept is based on the inherent assumption that larvae
act as passive particles transported by a relatively
uniform flow. However, extensive research over the
past 2 decades has clearly demonstrated that the
larvae of many marine organisms, including ascidians (Bingham & Young 1991), bivalves (Shanks &
Brink 2005), corals (Dixson et al. 2014), decapod
crustaceans (Radford et al. 2007) and gastropods
(Poulin et al. 2002), exhibit strong behavioural preferences and are possibly able to influence their vertical and horizontal position in the water column.
The larvae of coral reef fishes, in particular, have
repeatedly been shown to be capable swimmers in
terms of both speed (Fisher et al. 2005, Hogan et al.
2007) and endurance (Stobutzki & Bellwood 1997),
potentially enabling them to influence their dispersal trajectories relative to mean ocean currents
(Paris & Cowen 2004, Fisher 2005).
In theory, higher mobility should entail greater
dispersal capacity (Clobert et al. 2012, Stevens et al.
2013). However, in the marine realm, larval navigation could be used in either direction: to increase
dispersal distance by choosing and/or swimming with
longshore currents, or to remain near the natal reef
by selecting retentive flow features (e.g. eddies, fronts)
and/or swimming against advective currents. To date,
however, the directionality of active larval navigation
as well as its relative importance versus passive drift
remain largely unknown (but see Hogan & Mora
2005).
Quantitative measures of mean dispersal distances
are central to exploring the relationship between dispersal capacity and actual dispersal. One of the most
frequently used approaches to estimate dispersal

in marine systems is the use of neutral molecular
markers, where allele frequencies of geographically
scattered populations are used to infer levels of connectivity across multiple generations (Hellberg et al.
2002). This ‘classical genetic’ approach is based on
the notion that, under certain assumptions, population differentiation should be inversely correlated
with gene flow, allowing for the indirect inference
of the spatial scale of larval dispersal (Wright 1943,
Slatkin 1987). Marine ecosystems are known to
exhibit extensive variation in spatial genetic structure among and within co-distributed taxa (Selkoe et
al. 2008, 2014, Kelly & Palumbi 2010) and there is
great interest in determining the ecological factors
driving these patterns (Selkoe et al. 2016).
Like genetic differentiation, geographic range size
is an emergent species-level trait that is thought to
be affected at least to some degree by dispersal
capacity (Jablonski 2008, Riginos et al. 2014). Range
edges are naturally dynamic and shifts in range
occupancy are driven by different extrinsic (e.g. environmental stochasticity) and intrinsic (e.g. niche
breath, environmental tolerance, dispersal ability)
factors (Lester et al. 2007, Bates et al. 2014). There is
often dramatic variability in the extent of the geographic area that even closely related marine species occupy (Brown et al. 1996) and considerable
research effort has been invested in identifying the
driving factors behind this variation (reviewed in
Lester & Ruttenberg 2005).
In recent decades, a considerable number of studies have tried to assess the potential effects of species-level dispersal capacity, measured as PLD, on
genetic differentiation and range size across a
range of taxa (reviewed in Selkoe & Toonen 2011
and Lester et al. 2007, respectively). These studies
have yielded equivocal results for both response
variables, ranging from weak to very strong statistical relationships, indicating that PLD may not be the
primary determinant of dispersal capacity in marine
systems. More recently, other dispersal-related biological traits have hence been included in such
tests, including spawning mode (Riginos et al. 2011,
2014) and adult body size (Luiz et al. 2013). Marine
fishes are typically categorized according to their
reproductive mode as either ‘benthic brooders’ (depositing eggs on the substrate) or ‘pelagic spawners’
(releasing floating eggs) (Cowen & Sponaugle
2009). In general, pelagic spawners are believed to
have higher dispersal potential than benthic brooders because (1) the egg phase already entails potential for advection, (2) PLDs are typically longer, and
(3) greater reproductive output may increase the
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chance for long-distance dispersal events (Cowen &
Sponaugle 1997, Treml et al. 2012, Riginos et al.
2014). Adult body size has been associated with
home range size (Kramer & Chapman 1999), predation risk and tolerance to environmental variability (Munday & Jones 1998), thereby potentially
affecting dispersal capacity (Luiz et al. 2013). Lastly,
larval behaviour has frequently been proposed as
an important driver of dispersal capacity (Siegel et
al. 2003, Shanks 2009, Selkoe & Toonen 2011, Riginos et al. 2011). However, no study has yet quantitatively tested its effect on indirect measures of dispersal (but see Weersing & Toonen [2009], who
categorize taxon-specific swimming abilities as either
‘weak’ or ‘strong’).
The capacity of larvae to move relative to ocean
currents has important ramifications for both dispersal (facilitated by vertical migration and sensory orientation) and survival (i.e. enhanced foraging and
predator avoidance capabilities) (Leis 2007, Fiksen et
al. 2007, Fisher & Leis 2009). Swimming capabilities
exhibited by fish larvae vary extensively among and
within families, implying considerable variance in
the extent to which larvae may be capable of affecting their own dispersal trajectories. The most widely
used measures of swimming capabilities in fish
larvae is critical swimming speed (U-crit), which
involves challenging individuals at incrementally
increasing swimming speeds until exhaustion (Plaut
2001). Here we used published estimates of U-crit to
assess the relative importance of larval behaviour
compared to other frequently tested biological traits
(PLD, egg type and adult size) on population genetic
estimates of dispersal and geographic range size in
demersal marine fishes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Focal species
Our literature search was limited to demersal marine fishes with a relatively restricted adult home
range (< 5 km) and a PLD of at least 3 d. The rational
for these criteria was that (1) the majority of movements should be restricted to the larval phase and (2)
swimming capacity can only begin to have any effect
on dispersal after some minimum amount of time
spent in the water column. In addition, we repeated
analyses including the only direct developer for
which all information was available, the damselfish
Acanthochromis polyacanthus, to test the effect of
data points with PLD = 0.
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Swimming capacity estimates
The majority of species-level mean U-crit estimates
used in this analysis stem from 2 sources, Fisher et al.
(2005) and Hogan et al. (2007), collectively representing 127 species (including 34 identified to genus
level only) from 26 different families. Additional estimates of larval U-crit were obtained via a literature
search in Web of Science® using the search terms
‘marine’, ‘fish*’, ‘larva*’, ‘critical swimming speed’
and ‘u-crit’. The timing of U-crit measurements during larval development (e.g. pre- or post-flexion) may
pose an important source of bias in a meta-analytic
framework. Most measures used in this study were
taken from individuals caught in light traps deployed
near reef sites. It is thus likely that the majority of
tested individuals were near the end of their pelagic
stage (i.e. post-flexion).

Genetic estimates of dispersal
For each of the species with available larval U-crit
estimates, we searched for published estimates of
genetic population differentiation. We systematically
searched for studies by using the search terms ‘species x’, ‘isolation by distance’, ‘genetic structure’,
‘genetic population structure’ and ‘phylogeography’.
For each genetic estimate of dispersal, the spatial
scale of measurement of the study was also considered. If not directly provided, spatial scale was calculated as the maximum distance between sampling
locations using details from the text and available
maps (i.e. Google Earth).
The most commonly used metric for estimating dispersal based on genetic markers is Wright’s fixation
index (FST and its derivatives), a measure of genetic
variation between geographically separated sampling locations. At the most basic level, ‘global FST’
presents a single estimate of the proportion of total
genetic differentiation partitioned among subpopulations (Wright 1978). The spatial scale of sampling
has a significant effect on estimates of global FST
(Kinlan & Gaines 2003, Bradbury et al. 2008, Selkoe
& Toonen 2011). Following Siegel et al. (2003) and
Selkoe & Toonen (2011), we therefore ‘standardized’
FST by dividing the reported value by the maximum
pairwise geographic distance between sampling
locations (FST km−1).
Another genetic estimate of dispersal distance is
the slope of the ‘isolation-by-distance’ (IBD) relationship, which has been suggested to be a more robust
correlate of dispersal scale than global FST (Selkoe &
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Toonen 2011). Under a stepping stone model of dispersal, IBD predicts that ‘pairwise FST’ (genetic divergence between any 2 sampled populations) will be
positively correlated with geographic distance (Rousset 1997). If estimates of effective population size are
available, the slope of the IBD function can be used
to infer dispersal distances (Kinlan & Gaines 2003,
Pinsky et al. 2010). Here, IBD slopes were either
extracted directly from reported values, or calculated
from linearized pairwise FST [FST/(1 − FST)] and geographic distance data, available from tables and
maps, using Mantle tests with 10 000 permutations in
GenAlex v.6.503 (Peakall & Smouse 2006) after setting negative FST values to zero. In some instances,
when certain populations were strongly spatially isolated or separated from the rest of the study domain
by a potential dispersal barrier, the IBD slope was
estimated for a subset of the sampled populations
(see Table S4 in the Supplement at www.int-res.com/
articles/suppl/m589p001_supp.pdf). Only slopes of
statistically significant IBD relationships (p < 0.05)
were retained.
In instances where 2 or more published estimates
of either FST and/or IBD slope were found for 1 species, a single species datum was retained based on
prioritizing the latest studies and/or the ones covering the greatest geographic extent. Prioritizing data
in either direction had no effect on the overall results.
In some instances, we used U-crit estimates of closely
related species or the family mean (Table S4).
Variation in genetic marker types used across different studies has been shown to have a strong effect
on meta-analyses of population genetic structure in
marine fishes (Riginos et al. 2011, Selkoe & Toonen
2011). We accounted for genetic marker type by
categorising them according to mutation rates and
mode of inheritance (biparental vs. maternal) into
4 groups: (1) mitochondrial DN A (mtDN A: cytochrome b and RFLPs), (2) mitochondrial control region (CR), (3) nuclear DN A (nDN A: AFLPs, RAPDs,
ISSRs, allozymes), and (4) microsatellites (Msat).
Overall results were robust to slightly different categorizations (data not shown).

has been shown to be an adequate descriptor of a
species’ geographic extent (Lester & Ruttenberg
2005, Mora et al. 2011). Data on range sizes were
obtained either from the supplemental material in
Luiz et al. (2013) or calculated using native range
information from FishBase and Google Earth. Information on adult body size (maximum total length)
and egg type (benthic or pelagic) was derived either
from Luiz et al. (2013) or from FishBase. Although
viviparous, we included the family Sebastidae in the
benthic brooder category, as mouth brooders release
fully developed larvae, rather than floating eggs.

Statistical analyses
To improve approximation to normality, all continuous variables were log-transformed prior to analysis. After testing for assumptions, we used univariate
ordinary least squares models (OLS) in R (version
3.4.0) to examine the effects of mean species-level
larval swimming capacities (U-crit) and PLD on published estimates of FST km−1, IBD slope and geographic range size. We then conducted model selection to determine the best set of predictors to
explain genetic dispersal estimates and range size in
multivariate linear models. To control for the nonindependence of shared traits among related species,
we used linear mixed-effects models (LME), treating
family and genus as nested random effects. Full models differed logically among the response variables
(Table 1), but all included a subset and some interacTable 1. Full models used for selection of best models
explaining dispersal potential in demersal marine fishes,
measured as isolation-by-distance (IBD) slope, genetic
variation between sampling locations (FST km−1) and geographic range size. U-crit: critical swimming speed; PLD:
pelagic larval duration; ‘marker type’ refers to the studyspecific genetic marker, categorized according to mutation
rates and mode of inheritance. See ‘Materials and methods’
for further explanation
Dependent
variable
IBD slope

U-crit + PLD + marker type + egg type +
study scale + adult size + U-crit:PLD +
egg type:U-crit + egg type:PLD + marker
type:study scale

FST km−1

U-crit + PLD + marker type + egg type +
adult size + U-crit:PLD + egg type:U-crit +
egg type:PLD

Range
size

U-crit + PLD + egg type + adult size +
U-crit:PLD + egg type:U-crit + egg type:PLD

Other biological traits
For most species, data on mean PLD estimates
were obtained from the supplemental material in
Luiz et al. (2013) or Stier et al. (2014) (for exceptions
refer to Table S5 in our Supplement). The measure of
range size used was the ‘maximum linear distance
(km) within the spatial range of each species’, which

Full model
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tion terms of the fixed variables U-crit (cm s−1), PLD
(d), marker type (mtDN A, nDN A, CR, Msat), egg
type (benthic, pelagic), study scale (km) and mean
maximum adult size (cm). While the model for IBD
slope included all mentioned predictors, the model
for FST km−1 excluded study scale (as it was implicit in
the dependent variable) and the model for range size
excluded both study scale and marker type (as they
were both not applicable). We also ran an additional
model on raw global FST including study scale as
predictor. For all models, only interaction terms with
an intuitive biological interpretation were included
(Table 1). We ranked competing models using information-theoretic model selection in the MuMIn R
package (Bartoń 2018) based on second-order Akaike
information criterion (AICc) to account for small sample sizes. Models with ΔAICc < 2 from the best model
were considered as being substantially supported by
the data and similar in their empirical support to the
best model (Burnham & Anderson 2003).
To assess the relative importance of each exploratory variable, we calculated the cumulative
Akaike weight (ω) across all models in which the
respective predictor occurred. Relative variable importance varies between 0 and 1, with larger values
indicating higher importance compared to other exploratory variables.
We used t-tests to assess differences in predictor
and response variables between pelagic spawners
and benthic brooders.
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rations ranged from 10 to 90 d (30.8 ± 16 d). All raw
data is available in Tables S4 & S5 in the Supplement.
On average, pelagic spawners had significantly
longer PLDs (F1, 66 = 26.52, p < 0.001) and slightly
higher U-crit values (F1, 66 = 0.84, p = 0.364) than benthic brooders. Moreover, pelagic spawners exhibited
marginally larger range sizes (F1, 66 = 2.95, p = 0.091)
and marginally lower mean FST km−1 (F1, 36 = 3.80, p =
0.059) and IBD slopes (F1, 21 = 3.01, p = 0.097).

Simple linear models
U-crit had markedly higher explanatory power than
PLD in all of the 3 simple linear models (Fig. 1). All 3
relationships with U-crit were significant, explaining
from nearly 20% (FST km−1) to almost 40% (IBD slope)
of variation in the genetic data and nearly 30% of
variation in range size. In contrast, none of the relationships with PLD were significant and they all had
very little explanatory power. When Acanthochromis
polyacanthus (PLD = 0) was included in the datasets,
the relationships of PLD with both genetic estimates
became significant (Fig. S1 in the Supplement).
When the relationships were broken down into the
egg type or marker categories, trends remained the
same within all categories for U-crit, but changed
direction for some categories in the PLD models
(Figs. S2 & S3, Tables S1 & S2 in the Supplement).

Model selection
RESULTS
Dataset
Our literature search yielded 23, 38 and 68 data
points representing 13, 14 and 19 families for IBD
slope, global FST and geographic range size, respectively. Whilst clearly more species-specific data points
were available for either genetic estimates or dispersal
traits, the availability of all estimates in a given species
was a strong limiting factor. Values for IBD slope
varied from 1.5 × 10−6 to 7 × 10−4 with a mean of
0.00014 (± 0.00026 SD). Global FST estimates ranged
from 0.001 to 0.713 (0.095 ± 0.16). The spatial scale
of genetic studies ranged from 120 to 19 000 km (4308
± 5168 km). Maximum geographic range size ranged
from approximately 2500 to nearly 28 000 km (11 200 ±
5334 km). Values of U-crit ranged from 9.4 to 62.5 cm
s−1 (35.4 ± 13.2 cm s−1), which is similar to the range of
observed swimming speeds published so far (5.5 to
100 cm s−1, mean = 37.3; Fisher et al. 2005). Larval du-

For all 3 emergent response variables, U-crit was
the predictor with the highest variable importance
(IBD slope = 0.94, FST km−1 = 0.97, range size = 1)
(Fig. 2). For FST km−1, genetic marker type had marginal importance (0.52), but negligible importance in
the IBD slope models (0.13). (Note that marker type
was not applicable for range size.) While PLD had
importance values > 0.4 for both genetic estimates, it
was less important in predicting range size. All other
predictor variables had minor importance for all
response variables (Fig. 2).
Accordingly, U-crit occurred as a predictor in the
top models for all response variables, as determined
by AICc-based model selection (Table 2). In fact, the
top models for both IBD slope and range size comprised U-crit as the single predictor, while the best
model for FST km−1 additionally included marker type.
The second-best models for all response variables included PLD; however, values of ω rapidly decreased
beyond the top model (Table S3 in the Supplement).
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Including a direct developer (i.e. A.
polyacanthus) in the datasets did not
change the overall results for any of the
response variables. However, in the
FST km−1 models, the overall effect of
marker type decreased (0.37). At the
same time, PLD gained relative importance (0.61), corresponding with the
significant increase of model fit of PLD
with FST km−1 that was anchored in the
single data point with PLD = 0 (Fig. S1
in the Supplement).

DISCUSSION
Dispersal capacity has critical effects
on a species’ population dynamics, evolutionary stability, spatial distribution
and resilience towards environmental
change (Hanski & Ovaskainen 2000,
Lester & Ruttenberg 2005, Riginos et al.
2014). Our meta-analysis indicates that
larval critical swimming speed (U-crit)
is a powerful predictor of both genetic
estimates of dispersal (FST km−1 and IBD
slope) and geographic range size in
demersal marine fishes (Figs. 1 & 2,
Table 2). In all our analyses, U-crit consistently showed stronger relationships
with the dispersal-related response
variables than other biological traits
that are frequently cited as proxies of
Fig. 1. Interactions of larval critical swimming speed (U-crit, left panels) and
dispersal capacity in marine organisms
pelagic larva duration (PLD, right panels) with isolation-by-distance (IBD)
slope, genetic differentiation between sampling locations (FST km−1) and
(PLD, egg type and adult size) (Lester
geographic range size in demersal marine fishes. Significant relationships
& Ruttenberg 2005, Selkoe & Toonen
are indicated by bold R2 values and solid regression lines (refer to Table S1 in
2011, Luiz et al. 2013, Riginos et al.
the Supplement for exact p-values) and shaded areas represent 95%
2014), as well as study-specific factors
confidence intervals. All variables were log-transformed
that may affect estimates of genetic
structure (marker type and study scale)
(Weersing
&
Toonen
2009, Riginos et al. 2011). OverTable 2. Best models (ΔAICc < 2) explaining dispersal potential in demersal marine fishes, measured as IBD slope,
all, interspecific larval swimming speeds had strong
FST km−1 and range size determined by informationpositive effects on both gene flow and range size.
theoretic model selection. See Table 1 legend for explanaOur findings indicate that, over evolutionary time
tion of abbreviations
scales, higher species-specific larval swimming abilities may increase long-distance dispersal capacity.
Dependent
Model
AIC
df Marginal
variable
IBD slope
FST km−1
Range size

R2

weight [ω]
U-crit
U-crit +
marker type
U-crit

0.25
0.25

5
8

0.36
0.43

0.55

5

0.3

Swimming speed as a correlate of dispersal
While our findings thus corroborate the emergent
paradigm of the importance of larval behaviour in
shaping patterns of dispersal and gene flow in mar-
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Fig. 2. Relative importance of the exploratory variables
explaining dispersal potential in demersal marine fishes,
measured as FST km−1, IBD slope and range size, as determined by model selection. The only interaction term
with importance values above 0.1 was U-crit:PLD. See
Table 1 for a full list of model variables and explanation of
abbreviations

ine fish populations (Kingsford et al. 2002, Leis 2006,
2007, Fiksen et al. 2007), they are somewhat contrary
to expectations. In many situations, individual selection should favour philopatry in marine organisms
(Almany et al. 2007, Burgess et al. 2016), not least
because dispersal involves a substantial risk of being
advected to unsuitable habitats. In accordance with
this concept, biophysical models of larval dispersal
have repeatedly shown that larvae may interact with
oceanographic features in a way that minimizes advection from the natal site (Swearer et al. 1999, Paris
& Cowen 2004). The incorporation of larval behaviours, such as vertical migration, in mathematical
simulations thus tends to reduce dispersal distances
compared to passive drift models (Cowen et al. 2003,
Paris et al. 2007). At the same time, there has been
mounting empirical evidence of high levels of selfrecruitment (Jones et al. 2005, Berumen et al. 2012),
exponentially declining dispersal kernels (Buston et
al. 2012, Almany et al. 2013, D’Aloia et al. 2013) and
behavioural preferences for natal reef cues (Gerlach
et al. 2007) in different species of coral reef fishes.
Both theory and empirical evidence hence seem to
suggest that swimming capacities in marine fishes
should mainly be used to facilitate local retention.
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Our results and individual selection for philopatry
are not mutually exclusive, however, because they
reflect processes acting on different spatiotemporal
scales. Dispersal in many marine fish populations
is best described by fat-tailed dispersal kernels
(Almany et al. 2013, D’Aloia et al. 2013), where a
large proportion of settlement occurs near the natal
site, but a few individuals disperse over long distances. If successful, these few long-distance dispersers may be sufficient to prevent the accumulation of any large population genetic differences
(Slatkin 1987), or to expand a species’ geographic
range (Sakai et al. 2001). Strong swimming capacities in marine fish species may hence work at both
ends of the ecological−evolutionary spectrum, to
enable biophysical retention and to facilitate rare
long-distance dispersal events.
Swimming performance typically develops linearly
with body size during larval ontogeny, yet the slope
of this relationship varies across species (Fisher 2005,
Leis et al. 2007). The vast majority of estimates used
in this study were taken from settlement-stage individuals, indicating that strong swimming capacities
towards the end of the larval phase may be important
for long-distance dispersers to reach suitable settlement habitat after travelling across stretches of open
ocean. Rapid development of swimming capacities at
earlier stages of development, on the other hand,
may be more pertinent to the capacity for local retention. As yet, however, these theories remain purely
speculative. An interesting approach to test these
concepts would be to quantify the correlation between
empirical levels of self-recruitment and interspecific
swimming speeds (in addition to other biological
traits). Unfortunately, at this point in time, insufficient data is available to assess this relationship.
In the context of global change, the development of
swimming capacities during larval ontogeny gains
further relevance. Changes in water temperature
have been shown to simultaneously affect egg developmental rates (i.e. the duration of passive drift in
pelagic spawners), larval growth (i.e. the development of swimming capacities) and larval duration
(Pepin 1991, Green & Fisher 2004). Increasing sea
surface temperatures may thus have complex synergistic effects on individual-level dispersal capacities
by reducing PLDs (thus theoretically decreasing dispersal capacity) while at the same time accelerating
the development of swimming capacities (thus potentially increasing dispersal capacity).
If swimming capacity is related to long-distance
dispersal, its effect should become more or less pronounced with longer and shorter larval durations,
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respectively. We found that the interaction term of Ucrit and PLD had little importance in predicting any
of the response variables (Fig. 2), potentially due to
limitations in the dataset to properly identify such
interactions. While PLDs in our study were representative of the typical range for demersal marine fishes
(Luiz et al. 2013), only around 10% were > 50 d, while
more than half of the data points were between 20
and 40 d. Our results may thus reflect patterns in the
intermediate range of PLDs. Moreover, the potential
for interactive effects of PLD and U-crit may plateau
at long PLDs, because physical forces may become
more important relative to behaviour. Similarly, even
the highest swimming capacities will have little
effect on dispersal for species with very short PLDs.

Alternative measures of swimming speed
U-crit is a measure of maximum aerobic swimming
speed maintainable over short periods, presenting an
important ability of larval fishes to facilitate short
term vertical and horizontal movements, foraging
and escaping predation (Fisher 2005). High levels of
U-crit may thus correlate with dispersal distance
because they are directly related to larval survival,
rather than facilitating active long-distance movements. In this context, other measures of swimming
capacity, such as ‘routine swimming speed’, may be
more appropriate (Peck et al. 2012). Mean levels of
larval U-crit, however, have been shown to strongly
correlate with other measures of swimming performance, including ‘routine swimming activity’ (Fisher &
Bellwood 2003), ‘sustained swimming’ (Fisher & Wilson 2004) and ‘in situ swimming speeds’ (Leis &
Fisher 2006). U-crit should hence present a valuable
proxy for ecologically important swimming capabilities of pre-settlement fish larvae (Fisher 2005, Fisher
& Leis 2009).

Pelagic larval duration
Dispersal is an emergent property, determined by
multiple traits with different functions (Burgess et
al. 2016) and, undoubtedly, there are a multitude of
potential intrinsic (e.g. life-history, niche breadth,
environmental tolerance, fecundity) and extrinsic
(e.g. oceanography, habitat configuration, biogeographic barriers) factors affecting interspecific variation in realized dispersal potential (Lester et al. 2007,
Cowen & Sponaugle 2009, Mora et al. 2011, Selkoe et
al. 2016). Probably due to the appeal of its conceptual

simplicity and/or a lack of suitable alternative measures, PLD has been invoked as the primary specieslevel determinant of dispersal potential in marine
organisms (including fishes) for several decades
(Thresher & Brothers 1985, Riginos & Victor 2001,
Lester & Ruttenberg 2005, Bradbury et al. 2008,
Weersing & Toonen 2009). In our meta-analysis, we
found that PLD had relatively weak negative relationships with genetic estimates of dispersal and
effectively no relationship with range size (Fig. 1).
These findings concur with previous multispecies
comparisons of PLD with genetic structure in marine
fishes (Bay et al. 2006, Bradbury et al. 2008, Riginos
et al. 2011). Significant relationships of PLD with
genetic dispersal estimates reported in some studies
are typically anchored by species that lack a pelagic
larval phase (Doherty et al. 1995, Bay et al. 2006,
Weersing & Toonen 2009). In our analyses, we also
found that the inclusion of a direct developer, Acanthochromis polyacanthus, significantly enhanced the
relationship of PLD with genetic estimates. However,
data points with PLD = 0 may add limited informative
value to the relationship because such species inherently lack extensive larval dispersal potential.
The strength of the relationship of PLD with
species range size, on the other hand, has been
shown to be highly dependent on the ocean basin
within which the relationship was assessed (Kinlan et
al. 2005, Lester et al. 2007), probably due to physical
constraints on range size within regions (Luiz et al.
2013). In our study, we lacked a sufficient sample size
to assess the relationship at an ocean basin scale;
however, our results concur with previous studies
demonstrating a weak relationship of PLD with
range size at a global scale in marine fishes (Victor
& Wellington 2000, Lester & Ruttenberg 2005, Lester
et al. 2007, Mora et al. 2011, Luiz et al. 2013).
There have been numerous excellent discussions
on the issues related to using PLD as a predictor of
dispersal potential in marine organisms, including
large intraspecific variability of PLDs, unreliable
measures of PLDs, differences in study-specific sampling designs, or evolutionary history (Helfman et al.
2009, Weersing & Toonen 2009, Mora et al. 2011,
Selkoe & Toonen 2011).

Egg type and adult size
Two further biological traits that have frequently
been cited as proxies for dispersal capacity, egg type
and maximum adult body size, also had limited
importance when predicting both genetic structure
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and range size, compared to U-crit. Our findings
seem to contradict previous studies that have demonstrated significant effects of both egg type and adult
size on genetic structure (Bradbury et al. 2008, Riginos et al. 2011, 2014) and range size (Lester et al.
2007, Luiz et al. 2013) in marine fishes. However, our
results have to be viewed in relation to the dominant
effect of swimming speed on the analyses. When
model selection was run without including U-crit as a
predictor, egg type became the most important factor
in explaining both FST km−1 and range size, albeit
still with only marginal and negligible importance,
respectively (Fig. S4 in the Supplement).
Moreover, our findings concur with the general
expectation that pelagic eggs should entail higher
dispersal capacity (Treml et al. 2012). On average,
we observed higher levels of gene flow and larger
range sizes, albeit non-significant, in pelagic spawners, while at the same time, we found that pelagic
spawners had longer mean PLDs and faster mean
swimming speeds. The latter trend is confirmed in
more extensive datasets of larval U-crit (e.g. Fisher et
al. 2005).
Considering the importance of larval behaviour
identified here, the finding of stronger relationships
of PLD with IBD slope and range size among benthic
brooding species compared to pelagic spawners
(Table S1 in the Supplement) was somewhat unexpected. While larvae hatching from benthic eggs
possess at least some degree of motility right from the
start (Leis et al. 2007), pelagic eggs drift entirely passively for up to several days. Since the concept of the
relationship of PLD with dispersal potential is based
on a notion of passive drift, we would thus have expected stronger correlations within the pelagic category, if any. One possible explanation is that egg type
may have a more pronounced effect on levels of local
retention than on rates of evolutionary connectivity.
Even a few days as an entirely passive particle may
be sufficient to drastically diminish any chances of
returning to the natal reef after hatching. This explanation is supported by recent findings of significantly
lower rates of self-recruitment and longer dispersal
distances in a pelagic spawning species, Chaetodon
vagabundus, compared to a benthic brooder, Amphiprion percula, within the same reefscape (Almany et
al. 2017). Interestingly, larvae of the family Chaetodontidae typically have higher swimming capacities
than those of Amphiprioninae, indicating that, at
least in this case, swimming capacities may either not
be used to enhance local retention as indicated
above, or that they are insufficient to compensate for
passive advection occurring during the egg stage.
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Marker type and study scale
The type of genetic marker used in each study had
different relative importance depending on the genetic response variable. Marker type was of negligible importance in predicting IBD slope, but had a
stronger effect in the models for FST km−1 (Fig. 2).
Global FST and IBD are subject to different assumptions. Under an island model of dispersal, global FST is
predicted to decrease with increasing rates of migration when effective population sizes are uniform
(Hellberg et al. 2002). Because we are testing proxies
for dispersal scale, one important assumption is that
migration is coupled to dispersal distance (Selkoe &
Toonen 2011). Another assumption is the approximation of a drift-migration equilibrium among the sampled populations (Hutchison & Templeton 1999). The
number of generations it takes to reach this equilibrium depends on effective population size and migration rates, but also on the mutation rate of the markers
under consideration (Selkoe & Toonen 2011). In situations where a statistically significant IBD pattern is
detected, it is more likely that these basic assumptions have been met, or at least approached (Hutchison & Templeton 1999, Selkoe & Toonen 2011).
Despite the higher robustness towards variability
in marker type, both dispersal proxies, U-crit and
PLD, also explained significantly higher portions of
variability in IBD slope than in FST km–1 (U-crit: 39 vs.
19%, PLD: 14 vs. 7%, respectively). Overall, our findings hence substantiate the suggestion of Selkoe &
Toonen (2011) that IBD slope may be a more robust
correlate of dispersal scale than global FST.

CONCLUSIONS
Our findings indicate that larval swimming capacities may be a powerful proxy for evolutionary
connectivity and geographic range size in demersal
marine fishes. Considering the potential utility of
swimming speeds in predicting interspecific dispersal capacity, we advocate the collection of further
empirical estimates of larval U-crit (and other measures of swimming capacity, such as routine speeds
and endurance) across a broad range of marine taxa
to enhance our understanding of the relative importance of larval behaviour versus other intrinsic and
extrinsic factors. At the same time, rising numbers of
published empirical estimates of dispersal promise
the potential for interesting meta-analyses directly
assessing the effect of larval behaviour on patters of
demographic connectivity.
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Despite its key role in marine ecology and evolution, larval dispersal remains an enigmatic process.
Our findings corroborate the notion of larval behaviour as a key driver of dispersal pathways and highlight the need to incorporate interspecific swimming
capacities into mathematical models of demographic
connectivity and gene flow.
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